Build it once. Build it right. Build it to last.

Nothing destroys old fashioned wooden ports, wharves, piers, piles and fenders like Mother Nature. Fortunately, our SeaPile®, SeaTimber® and SeaCamel® products are beginning to dominate the marine market because, OUR lumber won’t rot. Ever.

Bedford Technology has helped lead a revolution in coastal construction by creating lumber and materials that outlast old fashioned wood-based products to increase value, improve your return on investment and change the way engineers approach marine development and retrofit projects.

Features:
- Non-degrading and environmentally friendly
- Resists marine borers
- Industry-leading impact resistance and energy absorption
- Not affected by extreme marine environments, temperature change, salt water
- Resistant to ultraviolet light

Uses:
- Dock and pier fender systems
- Bridge pier fender systems
- Camels
- Backing beams/wharf logs
- Navigation aids and markers
- Guide walls
- Structural/retaining walls
- Locks and more

Bedford Technology is the leading manufacturer of premium, structural and reinforced plastic lumber for commercial markets, including marine, agriculture and industrial and other outdoor markets. We can’t wait to create the next amazing thing you want to do.